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Welcome...

Everyone remembers the stories from grandpa about times in the past when the family farm made the right decisions that allowed it to prosper for generations. Well ladies and gentlemen... welcome to that time again. The beef business has survived a long stretch of problematic pricing and for those who had the foresight to build their cow numbers during those times I say “CONGRATS”.

We would like to welcome you to join us in Moose Jaw on Friday, October 10th for the sharing of proven genetics. We have assembled an offering with both genetic youth and maturity. You will find donors and proven cows as well as bred heifers from the very top of our pen. You will also notice we have bred them to sires from our program that represent where we are headed in terms of genetic improvement.

We have worked hard to build a program around females that have the ability to produce offspring for the times and that will garner attention from around the world. Our program is about type but not necessarily about a particular frame size. You will find top females in our program from a frame 5 to a frame 6.5 but you will admire them for their fleshing ability, fore rib, base width and overall dimension. We breed with that type in mind and don’t let EPD’s cloud our judgement. You will find females that are top performers in all EPD categories, females that are tops in performance and carcass, females that are tops in maternal traits and marbling and females that are suited for varying environments.

See you on sale day
Kevin Blair
1 PM - Friday - October 10, 2014
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Johnstone Auction Mart - Moose Jaw, SK
4 MILES WEST OF MOOSE JAW ON HWY #1
Red Angus Service Sires...

A... Red Wrights Ironhide 4Z
CAA#: 170795  EPDS: .6 / 56 / 82 / 20
SIRE: RED SIX MILE SAKIC 832S
DAM: RED BWB FAYE 48N

B... Red Haycow Cutting Edge 055
CAA#: 1407188  EPDS: .6 / 63 / 97 / 27
SIRE: LAFLINS CUTTING EDGE 2075
DAM: RED HAYCOW PRINCESS 5002

C... Red Ringstead Kargo 215U
CAA#: 1476947  EPDS: -.5 / 62 / 91 / 19
SIRE: RED RINGSTEAD KARGO 107M
DAM: RED RINGSTEAD MS EQUAL

D... Red Bar E-L Judge 5Y
CAA#: 1629818  EPDS: -.1 / 43 / 67 / 18
S: RED WHEEL ALLIANCE 22U
D: RED BAR E-L MEG 85L

E... Red Cockburn Encore 106Y
CAA#: 1642273  EPDS: 3.4 / 61 / 94 / 18
SIRE: RED COCKBURN RIBEYE 308U
DAM: RED COCKBURN MS BOOT JACK 27N

F... Red WCR PowerCat 506Y
CAA#: 1763942  EPDS: .9 / 58 / 96 / 18
SIRE: RED SOO LINE POWER EYE 161X
DAM: RED PFFR MS QUEEN 01X

G... Red RRA Conquest 288
CAA#: 1763940  EPDS: -3.3 / 63 / 103 / 26
SIRE: RED HXC CONQUEST 4405P
DAM: RED RRA RACHEL 246 746
We promised to share some of the very best in this year’s sale and Martini 25W is exactly that. I challenge you to critique this female and find any holes in her. She has a perfect phenotype, an outstanding pedigree with Mulberry, New Trend and Zama Pine and a perfectly balanced data set. Check out the udder and imagine what she can do for your program.

OPEN & READY TO FLUSH.
Offering one-half embryo interest only.

Blairs.Ag and the new partner will either split the resulting embryos from an agreed upon mating or Blairs.Ag and the new partner will alternate flushes. Martini 25W has never been flushed and is currently getting set up for her first flush at the Trans Ova Genetics facility in South Dakota.
Here's a high caliber producer that was slated to go to the Blairs.Ag donor pen next year. Her 2013 heifer calf stole the show in our Class of ‘13 sale last November and sold to Bar EL Angus and GK in Australia for $16,500. This heifer calf also won Reserve Intermediate Heifer Calf honors at the Agribition. A full sister was a highlight in the Red Roundup in 2010 and is now a donor cow at Wildcat Creek Ranch in Kansas. Exposed to Bar E-L AB Judge 5Y June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Mid April.

Red Blair’s Kuruba 10A
Red Blair’s Regal Lady 89W

If you asked me for the one cow that might slip through the cracks in the sale that will be one of the most profitable, then Regal Regal Lady 89W is that cow. Her first calf was our high seller in our 2013 bull sale to Rust Mountain View Ranch. She is a daughter to the famous Moose Creek Regal Lady 56J, Exposed to Bar E-L AB Judge 5Y June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Mid April.

Red JAS Berry 67U

One of my favorites here as I see her as a significant player in someone’s donor program. Check out her video on www.cattleinmotion.com and see how free moving and balanced she is. Lots of options on this one. She has an outstanding heifer calf that will be in our online sale later this fall. Likely safe to the popular maternal sire, Norseman King.

AI to Red 5L Norseman King 2291 June 20 Exposed to Bar E-L Judge June 30 to Aug 30 ECD Late March Favorable to the AI.
Well it doesn't really matter how many you have bought before this cow comes in the ring because you will want her running with your herd bulls. Strike cool.... Super patterned and free moving. Outcross genetics and bred to calve in early March.
Exposed to Bar E-L AB Judge 5Y June 2 to June 30 ECD Early March.

### Red JB Wannabe Nice 9084

**JBL 84W 1536802 March 29, 2009 - BW: 82 lbs - EPD’s BW -2.3 WW +45 YW +57 Milk +14 TM +36**

A super sweet made female here with clean lines, a great udder and her whole future in front of her. The breeding to Kargo should be a perfect match.
Exposed to Red Ringstead Kargo 215U June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Mid April.

- RED YY 23L TOPPER 408D
- RED YY RED KNIGHT 640F OSF
- RED TOP GOLDIE 40U

**S:** RED YY SQUIRE 334N ET
- RED BJR C-CHIEF 811 OSF MAF
- RED DEVOLANE MISS JACK 12Z
- RED URRISAL FRADO 90U

- RED BUF CRK BARON 2678
- RED BUF CRK BARNEY 3474 OSF MAF
- RED OLE SUNFLOWER 359 PB08 OSF

**D:** RED HAMCO VERY NICE 28N
- RED BVR RAB-STAR 56C OSF MAF
- RED F BAR VERY NICE STAR 230K
- RED CLEAR RIVER VERY NICE 3C

### Red Blair’s Joycean 23W

**BBC 23W 1530436 February 19, 2009 - BW: 74 lbs EPD’s BW +0.8 WW +50 YW +75 Milk +14 TM +39**

- SSS BLACK TREND 13B
- RED BRYLOR NEW TREND 22D OSF MAF
- RED MEADOW CK MISS SEAMAN 31A

**S:** RED LUCKY “C” TREND 40T
- RED PIPESTONE BOND 165B
- RED PIPESTONE GOLDEN 72K OSF
- RED PIPESTONE GOLDEN 37E

- RED GLACIER LOGAN OSF MAF
- RED TKP BODACIOUS 693 OSF
- RED TKP LASA MADONNA

**D:** RED LUCKY “C” JOYCEAN 44T
- RED GEIS POUND MAKER 22’96 OSF
- RED PIPESTONE PM JOYCEAN 74J
- RED PIPESTONE PATRICIA 728F

A super sweet made female here with clean lines, a great udder and her whole future in front of her. The breeding to Kargo should be a perfect match.
Exposed to Red Ringstead Kargo 215U June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Mid April.

### Red Wright’s Bridget 806U

**RW 806U 1474634 February 17, 2008 - BW: 75 lbs EPD’s BW -2.9 WW +43 YW +59 Milk +21 TM +43**

- RED CC EXPANSION 5E
- RED TOWAW INDEED 104H OSF
- RED TOWAW MOLLY 67C

**S:** RED TOWAW INTEGRITY 17M OSF
- RED GRL SIR RAMBO 9A
- RED SHODEREE RAMBO 201D
- RED MC DREAM 102A

- RED ROCK CREEK TRELK
- RED HANDFORD TREK 947G
- RED HANDFORD CHRISTINE 138D

**D:** RED HANDFORD BRIDGET 1006K
- RED HANDFORD NONE BETTER 258D
- RED HANDFORD BRIDGET 612G
- RED HANDFORD BRIDGET 70A

Integrity females areas soft and as sweet made as they come. There are only two selling here today and I would think hard about owning them both if you like moderate, gentle tempered, soft made, great uddered females that make money.
Exposed to Red Wrights Iron Hide 4Z June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Mid April.
**Red Get-A-Long L Lady 8109**

**EBON HILL EQUALIZER 34'94**
**DURLOWE JESTER 34L**
**ARGWEN DUCHESS 71C**
**S: RED BELL ROCK JESTER 316N**
**PAT JET 330D**
**KBJ DUCHESS 316G**
**KBJ DUCHESS 66B**

RED PREMIER PATRIOT 16
RED GEIS PRIME RIB 411 OSF
RED GEIS KURUBA 5’92

**D: RED GET-A-LONG LEADING LADY 902**
RED ANGUS ACRES JURASSIC 105E
RED LLB LEADING LADY 39G
RED TOP LEADING LADY 32C

---

**Red Blair’s Cherry Ice 105U**

**EBON HILL EQUALIZER 34’94**
**DURLOWE JESTER 34L**
**ARGWEN DUCHESS 71C**
**S: RED BELL ROCK JESTER 316N**
**PAT JET 330D**
**KBJ DUCHESS 316G**
**KBJ DUCHESS 66B**

RED PREMIER PATRIOT 16
RED GEIS PRIME RIB 411 OSF
RED GEIS KURUBA 5’92

**D: RED LPC IOWA CHERRY ICE LADY 5H**
RED LPC SUPER CHIEF 12Z
RED LPC ICELADY CHIEFTESS 9C
RED LPC CHEROKEE ICELADY 18A

---

**GAL 109U 1456784 March 2, 2008 - BW: 82 lbs - EPD’s BW -2.1 WW +42 YW +60 Milk +12 TM +33**

I really admire the length of spine, fore rib and extension in the front end of this female. She’s easy keeping and low maintenance, plus raises a nice calf every year.

Exposed to Bar E-L AB Judge 5Y June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late April.

---

**Red WKJ Lady 34U**

**RED FCC RAMBO 502 OSF**
**RED SSS BOOMER 803B**
**RED SSS MISS HIGH LASS 352X**
**S: RED LAZY MC SMASH 41N OSF**
**RED BRYLOR YOUNGBLOOD 22Y**
**RED LAURON YB ROSA 11G**
**RED ALALTA ACRES ROSALINDA 25Y**

RED BAKERS CENTURY
RED CHOPPER K RAW DEAL 108L
RED TVB ROB PENNY 111F

**D: RED WKJ LADY 14R**
RED FCC RAMBO 502 OSF
RED PLF RAMBO LADY H 2510
RED TATTON LADY HENDERSON 58T

---

**BBC 105U 1544341 February 6, 2008 - BW: 84 lbs**
**EPD’s BW -1.6 WW +39 YW +59 Milk +18 TM +37**

Ah... here comes a SSS Boomer of one of our very first favorite cows in Red LPC Cherry Ice Lady 5H. The very first daughter of 105U sold in our first Class sale at CWA to Rancho Buenavista in Mexico and went on to be named Reserve National Champion Female in Mexico.

Exposed to Red Ringstead Kargo 215U June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Early April.

---

**WKJ 34U 1471787 January 31, 2008 - BW: 83 lbs**
**EPD’s BW -1.1 WW +45 YW +73 Milk +17 TM +40**

Lady 34U is a typical hard working Smash female. She has proven her ability to raise herd bulls as her last bull sold to TJ Farms.

Exposed to Red Cockburn Encore 106Y June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Mid April.
Here is the one female in the entire herd Neil Haaland says we couldn’t sell. When we committed to making this year’s sale about proven genetics, she came right to the top of the list. Here is the kind of female that works in any program and is the perfect frame 5.5. She had one of the best Red bulls in the 2013 Pursuit of Excellence Bull Sale. Blairs West purchased this outstanding Kargo son. Her sire is a full sib to Cash.

Exposed to Red Haycow Cutting Edge 055 June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Early April.
Red Lucky “C” Goldie 20T

ADC 20T 1379760  January 19, 2007  -  BW: 92 lbs  -  EPD’s  BW +1.9  WW +46  YW +59  Milk +5  TM +27

A model Angus female here with a great udder and a beautiful front end. The Lucky C cows have done nothing but impress visitors and make us money.
Exposed to Red Cockburn Encore 106Y June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late April.

Kuruba 4T

BBC 4T 1385811  January 22, 2007  -  BW: 62 lbs  -  EPD’s  BW -1.5  WW +42  YW +68  Milk +12  TM +33

Kuruba 4T is a frame score 5, big ribbed female that has a great fit for the breeder that wants highly efficient maternal cattle but struggles to find ones with enough base and dimension. Her first son sold to Glen & Garry Goodsmans.
Exposed to Bar E-L AB Judge 5Y June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late April.
I can go on and on about the Faith family. Faith 8L (dam) is a frame 6.5 POWER cow and the mother to the 2012 Reserve Champion Female at both Edmonton Farm Fair and Canadian Western Agribition. There are 4 daughters of Faith 8L in our program to date. Faith 10T is the mother of our high seller from our first female to Wraz Red Angus. A daughter to the 10T cow sells as Lot 27. This one needs to be on the trailer headed to your place. TRUST ME!

Exposed to Bar E-L AB Judge 5Y June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Mid April.
**Red Blair’s Kuruba 161T**

RED YY 23L TOPPER 408D  
RED YY RED KNIGHT 640F OSF  
RED TOP GOLDIE 40U  

**S: RED TER-RON MAMBO 28K**  
RED SSS BOOMTOWN 260D  
RED ALDER ABG STAR DUST 8G  
RED BRA STAR DUST 8B  

RED SSS BOOMER 803B  
RED SSS BOMBER 907G  
RED CROWFOOT KATE 435D  

**D: RED JCC KURUBA 16K**  
RED QUANTOCK REDMAN 61T  
RED LUMONT KURUBA REDMAN 200W  
RED LINE KURUBA 200R  

---

**BNC 161T  1405265  February 14, 2007**  
- BW: 92 lbs  
- EPD’s  
  - BW +1.3  
  - WW +53  
  - YW +84  
  - Milk +14  
  - TM +40

HOLY POWER COW BATMAN!!!!! Oh let me guess... Another Mambo female. Three sons have sold in our bull sales and if you check out her video you will know why. Owned with Nexera Land & Cattle Co.  
Exposed to Cutting Edge May 8 then exposed to Judge June 2 to June 20  
ECD Mid February.

---

**Red Blair’s Sandy 18T**

RED YY 23L TOPPER 408D  
RED YY RED KNIGHT 640F OSF  
RED TOP GOLDIE 40U  

**S: RED TER-RON MAMBO 28K**  
RED SSS BOOMTOWN 260D  
RED ALDER ABG STAR DUST 8G  
RED BRA STAR DUST 8B  

RED JCC COWBOY 74G  
RED JCC WARRIOR 5K  
RED JCC MAHOGANY 7F  

**D: RED JCC SANDY 113N**  
RED SSS BOMBER 907G  
RED JCC SANDY 39L  
RED CUTARM SANDY 662Y  

---

**BBC 18T  1385820  February 26, 2007**  
- BW: 80 lbs  
- EPD’s  
  - BW +0.8  
  - WW +63  
  - YW +104  
  - Milk +16  
  - TM +47

Real easy and real simple. Plan to own this one. You will love her on sale day and check out her data set. Here’s the deal... top Mambo daughters don’t sell everyday and they are precious when you own one.  
Exposed to Bar E-L AB Judge 5Y June 20 to Aug 20  
ECD Late April.
### Red Brylor G K Ruba 7T

- **Red HR RAMBO ET 91K**
- **Red COMPASS MULBERRY 449M**
- **Red BRYLOR MISS ROC 20H**

**S:** **Red FINE LINE MULBERRY 26P AMF OSF MAF**

- **Red SILVEIRAS REDFORD OSF**
- **Red DUS FAYETTE 8G**
- **Red MC DOUGALL FAYETTE 59A**

- **Red TOWAW ZAMA 56C**
- **Red TOWAW ZAMA 148F**
- **Red TOWAW LAKIMA 136C**

**D:** **Red HOWE MS. RUBA DDH 7H**

- **Red CLAYSMORE REDMAN 16B**
- **Red HOWE MS KURUBA DDH 101F**
- **Red MS KURUBA DDH 8Y**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LMP 7T</th>
<th>1395596</th>
<th>January 21, 2007 - BW: 89 lbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPD’s</td>
<td>BW -1.0</td>
<td>WW +56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YW +96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Milk +24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TM +52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another attractive Mulberry daughter here. The 7H dam was one we tried to buy in the Jackson Cattle dispersal but Brylor and GK had other ideas. Her Ruba 26W daughter is fast becoming a rock star in our program with a female selling to Ivy Robinson and a son to Rob Garner.

Exposed to Red Cockburn Encore 106Y June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late April.

### Red South Border Ms Mambo 624S

- **Red YY 23L TOPPER 408D**
- **Red YY RED KNIGHT 640F OSF**
- **Red TOP GOLDIE 40U**

**S:** **Red TER-RON MAMBO 28K**

- **Red SSS BOOMTOWN 260D**
- **Red ALDER ABG STAR DUST 8G**
- **Red BRA STAR DUST 8B**

- **Red FED’S BO 4212**
- **Red SOUTH BORDER BEAU 3K**
- **Red FLYING K MS CHIEF 66E**

**D:** **Red SOUTH BORDER BEAU 8M OSF**

- **Red SOUTH BORDER CHIEF 6F**
- **Red SOUTH BORDER MS CHIEF 15J**
- **Red FLYING K MS COPPER 78D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OSF - SBR 624S</th>
<th>1318781</th>
<th>February 11, 2006 - BW: 85 lbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPD’s</td>
<td>BW -2.5</td>
<td>WW +35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YW +54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Milk +7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TM +25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A very proven easy calving Mambo female here with offspring that have sold to Floyd Peterson, Swanson Land & Cattle, Russell Coward and Russell Belbeck.

Exposed to Red Wrights Iron Hide 4Z June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late March.

### Red T-K Amber 6S

- **Red BUF CRK CHF 824-1658 OSC MAF**
- **Red PIE DEEP CANYON 908 OSC**
- **Red PIE BOTEET LOGAN 739**

**S:** **Red WILLOW CREEK DEEP 129N**

- **Red GET-A-LONG EVERLAST 586**
- **Red WILLOW CREEK MELTE 95L**
- **Red WILLOW CREEK MELTE 18E**

- **SBS BLACK TREND 13B**
- **Red BRYLOR NEW TREND 22D OSF MAF**
- **Red MEADOW CK MRS SEAMAN 31A**

**D:** **Red TOP LINE QUEEN 235**

- **Red OK KING STAM 282**
- **Red TOP LINE QUEEN 45E**
- **Red WILDCAT MISS 59B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KBV 63S</th>
<th>1326180</th>
<th>February 25, 2006 - BW: 86 lbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPD’s</td>
<td>BW -1.8</td>
<td>WW +48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YW +75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Milk +11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TM +32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A really neat pedigree on a cow that flat out produces. Offspring have sold to TJ Farms, Dale MacKay and Kirk Kiesman with two more daughters retained in our program. Queen 63S exemplifies the proven cows we are offering today.

Exposed to Red Cockburn Encore 106Y June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late March.

### Red Topline Queen 663

- **Red BUF CRK CHF 824-1658 OSC MAF**
- **Red PIE DEEP CANYON 908 OSC**
- **Red PIE BOTEET LOGAN 739**

**S:** **Red WILLOW CREEK DEEP 129N**

- **Red GET-A-LONG EVERLAST 586**
- **Red WILLOW CREEK MELTE 95L**
- **Red WILLOW CREEK MELTE 18E**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EU 6S</th>
<th>1347388</th>
<th>January 23, 2006 - BW: 81 lbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPD’s</td>
<td>BW 0.3</td>
<td>WW +48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YW +75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Milk +12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TM +36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A super long made, free moving, big hipped Grand Prix daughter.

Exposed to Red Cockburn Encore 106Y June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Early April.
Rebello 1S is a really intriguing female with super unique pedigree. When you analyze her type you will see a very bright future. I can’t wait to see what the new owner will accomplish here. Her mating to the recently deceased, IronHide, should really work.
Exposed to Red Wrights Iron Hide 4Z June 20 to Aug 20 ECD early April.

We always find females at the Brylor Tradition With A Vision sale that work well in our program. The Sugarland family has been a good one for us. The grand daughter Sugarland 5X sold in our first “Class” sale at Agribition and then won her division at the Denver National Stock Show.
Exposed to Red Cockburn Encore 106Y June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Early April.
The Riverdale program is known for maternal cows with shape and dimension. The Lasie cow will catch your eye for exactly that reason.

Exposed to Red Ringstead Kargo 215U June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late March.

Remember what I said earlier about Mambo females and how rare they are. Mambo was only released in limited packages and boy did he add performance.

Exposed to Red Wrights Iron Hide 4Z June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late April.
Ladies and gentlemen.... Here comes one right off the top of our donor pen. She has a proven flush record and we are anxious to have multiple daughters in our program as we go forward. You won’t find a more powerful female with as much rib and bone as Jasmin 48R. Get VERY serious on this one. Owned with Wildcat Creek Ranch.

Exposed to Red Wrights Iron Hide 4Z June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Mid April.
Here is the bred heifer everyone will have marked. Faith 214A goes back to the famous Faith 8L donor. 214A is a maternal sister to the 2012 Reserve Champion Female at Canadian Western Agribition and Edmonton Farm Fair. Her dam sells as Lot 16. AI May 13 to Red Ringstead Kargo 215U, Exposed to Red Wheel Gangster 31Y May 30-June 6, Red Wrights Iron Hide 4Z June 6-16, Red RRA Conquest 288 ECD Late February Favorable to the AI.

The Princess 211A dam is one of our very top females in terms of udder structure. This Power Eye female is going to be very impressive as a mature cow. AI May 19 to Red Haycow Cutting Edge 055 Exposed to Red Wheel Gangster 31Y May 30-June 6, Red Wrights Iron Hide 4Z June 6-16, Red RRA Conquest 288 ECD Early April.
Red Blair’s Poteet 28A

RED GEIS HI HO 180’04
RED SVR GANGSTER 14S AMF OSF MAF
RED DWAJO DUCHESS 75M

**S: RED WHEEL GANGSTER 31Y**
RED WHEEL JACK DANIELS 18M MAF
BLACK WHEEL COUNTESS 69S
BLACK WHEEL COUNTESS 7N

RED STEWART PATHFINDER 5L
RED U-2 PERFECTION 8067U
RED U-2 DUCHESS 334N

**D: RED BLAIR’S POTEET 57Y**
RED LAKEFORD KAPTON 7M
RED JCC POTEET 22R
RED JCC POTEET 92L

BBC 28A  1802987  March 5, 2013  -  BW: 67 lbs  -  EPD’s  BW -2.5  WW +29  YW +53  Milk +16  TM +32

This combination of U2 Perfection x Gangster means super cool hair and it is evident in her video which can be seen on www.cattleinmotion.com
We think the world of our Gangster calves and if you need to moderate your herd then a Gangster daughter is the answer.
Exposed to Red WCAT Powercat 506Y May 30 to Aug 20 ECD Late March.

---

Red Blair’s Priscilla 22A

RED GEIS HI HO 180’04
RED SVR GANGSTER 14S AMF OSF MAF
RED DWAJO DUCHESS 75M

**S: RED WHEEL GANGSTER 31Y**
RED WHEEL JACK DANIELS 18M MAF
BLACK WHEEL COUNTESS 69S
BLACK WHEEL COUNTESS 7N

SSS BLACK TREND 13B (RC)
RED BRYLOR NEW TREND 22D OSF MAF
RED MEADOW CK MISS SEAMAN 31A

**D: RED BRYLOR PRISCILLA 304S**
RED WIL-SEL PRESIDIO 26E
RED WIL-SEL PRISCILLA R. 21K
RED WIL-SEL MISS REDFORD 45E

BBC 22A  1802984  February 23, 2013  -  BW: 82 lbs  -  EPD’s  BW +0.7  WW +49  YW +80  Milk +14  TM +39

The Priscilla family is fast becoming the most popular name in junior circles after Baxter Blair has paraded Red Blair’s Priscilla 44Z across 3 prairie provinces. 44Z is a sister to this soft made haired up Gangster daughter selling here. Gangster is fast becoming the answer for ultra moderate soft made docile show heifers in our program.
An elite genetic combination of Cash with one of our most admired donors, 20S, that is now owned with Rob Saik. Exposed to Red WCAT Powercat 506Y May 30 to Aug 20 ECD Late April.

Yankee 6A comes off the never miss 12W donor. If you want serious predictability in terms of capacity and performance then purchase a 12W daughter. Check out the WW and YW. Yankee 6A is the sister to the famous Sweet Cheeks at Wildcat Creek Ranch.

I have one comment here. If you want a female with phenotype and an ideal udder then think about the Kargo & Mulberry in Bonita 52A. The Bonita family is special to us. 52A really resembles our incredible Kargo daughter, 76X, an upcoming donor in our program.

AI May 18 to Red SooLine Power Eye 161X, Exposed to Red WCAT Powercat 506Y May 30 to Aug 20 ECD Late March.
Jackpot!!!! Have a look at this soggy made heifer that screams performance and then look at her data set. Birthweight, Milk, Maternal Calving Ease and Marbling. Her mating to Cutting Edge could be something special.
AI May 13 to Red Haycow Cutting Edge 055 Exposed to Red WCAT Powercat 506Y May 30 to Aug 20 ECD Mid February Favorable to the AI.

Joycean 231A is the very first Cockburn Ribeye 106Y to sell. If you want to add some pure power then step into this heifer. She is big hipped like her daddy and she will get better every day.
AI May 20 to Red Haycow Cutting Edge 055 Exposed to Red Wheel Gangster 31Y May 30-June 6, Red Wrights Iron Hide 4Z June 6-16, Red RRA Conquest 288 ECD Late February Favorable to the AIquest 288 ECD Late March.
Red Blair’s Rachel 23A

- RED HEARTLAND KNIGHT CHARM 11L
- RED TER-RON FULLY LOADED 540R AMF OSF
- RED TER-RON GOLDIE 240L
- S: RED TER-RON RELOAD 703T AMF CAF NHF OSF MAF
  - RED BRYLOR SENSATION 6L
  - RED TER-RON SAMARIA 103N
  - RED NDCC FARGO SAMARIA 103L
  - RED RUNNING BAR TMD 13E
  - RED ALALTA ACRES HALLMARK 9H
  - RED T C ROSETTE 267Y
- D: RED TER-RON RACHEL 815K
  - RED SSS BOOM TOWN 260D
  - RED TER-RON RACHEL 815H
  - RED THAT’LL DO RED WING 15A

This is a full sister to my favorite female that sold in Red Roundup 2010. We tried to buy the Ter-Ron Rachel 83X heifer that day but stopped one bid short as she sold to Vancise Cattle Co. The next year Ter-Ron offered full sibs embryos so we took full advantage on that day. Red Blair’s Rachel 23A is long spined, square hipped and freaky fronted.

AI May 13 to Red SooLine Power Eye 161X Exposed to Red Wheel Gangster 31Y May 30-June 6, Red Wrights Iron Hide 4Z June 6-16, Red RRA Conquest 288 ECD Late February Favorable to the AI.

Red Blair’s Sugarland 103A

- RED PIE ATLANTIC 2204 OSF MAF
- RED NORTHLINE ATLANTIC CITY
- RED NORTHLINE QUEEN 240H
- S: RED WHEEL SIN CITY 43T OSF
  - RED CON AIR 55G
  - RED WHEEL PRIDE 16M
  - RED TTV PRIDE 3’97 OSF
  - RED VGW RAMBLER 1000 OSF
  - RED BRYLOR SDL PASQUALE 213P
  - RED XXX LAKME 70M OSF MAF
- D: RED BLAIR’S SUGRLAND 5U
  - RED UBAR SEQUOIA 202 OSF
  - RED BRYLOR G F SUGRLAND 174S
  - RED BRYLOR BONITA 58J

Sugarland 103A has a cool pedigree in that it puts together the pure power and performance from Sin City and combines it with the highly maternal Pasquale dam.103A is a maternal sister to Denver National Division Champion Sugarland 5X. The grandam Sugarland 174S sells as Lot 22.


Red Blair’s Nellie 33A

- RED PIE CROSSFIRE 1121
  - RED TPIE WAGONMASTER 753 OSF MAF
  - RED TPIE MS CANYON 9300
  - RED TPIE MS CANYON 7010
  - RED FLYING K AMBUSH 6T
  - RED BRYLOR WEST JET 69W
  - RED FLYING K LASSIE 3T
- D: RED SSS NELLIE 102Y
  - RED SSS BOOMER 803B
  - RED SSS NELLIE 121R
  - RED SSS NELLIE 800L

Nellie 33A comes right out of the heart of the SSS Ranch program. Canadian genetics on the bottom side and US genetics on the top. A very balanced data set on this female.


Red Blair’s Faith 24A

- RED PERKS ADVANCE 121R OSF DDF
- RED PIE BILLINGS 487 OSF
- RED PIE RAMBO’S PRIDE 0289
- S: RED NBAR HAMLEY S913 OSF
  - RED NBAR DANCE 531
  - RED NBAR KELLY 913
  - RED NBAR KELLY 700
  - RED TER-RON FULLY LOADED 540R AMF OSF
  - RED TER-RON RELOAD 703T AMF CAF NHF OSF MAF
  - RED TER-RON SAMARIA 103N
- D: RED BLAIRS FAITH 223Y
  - RED BAKERS CENTURY
  - RED BAKERS FAITH 8L OSF
  - RED BROX FAITH 17C

Here is a unique mating of Hamley on a full sister to the 2012 Reserve Champion Female at both Canadian Western Agribition and Edmonton Farm Fair. The Reload x Faith 8L combination on the bottom side of this pedigree is super cool and we have 3 milking females in our herd.

Blair's Barbara 206A

This heifer is an interesting black red carrier. If you are a Red Angus breeder that understands the value of outcross genetics then have a hard look at this Power Eye x CJ Prestige. Barbara 206A will have lots of friends on sale day.

AI May 15 to Coleman Charlo 0256 Exposed May 29 - Aug 15 to OSU Final Exam 3139 ECD Late February Favorable to the AI.
There is a lot to talk about here. Attraction 529A is a black red carrier, the deepest ribbed bred heifer on offer and is off our highly regarded Fatal Attraction donor. Attraction 529A is a maternal sib to BNC Game Changer 1Y who is the sire to Lots 52, 54 and 55.

AI May 16 to Red Haycow Cutting Edge 055 Exposed to Red WCAT Powercat 506Y May 30 to Aug 20 ECD Early March.
**RED CARRIER**
A pretty cool red carrier here. The Gangster on the top side will moderate this heifer as she matures. She is super deep sided, long spined and level hipped.

MVF Pioneer 39A May 21 Aug 15.  ECD Late February.

**Blair's Lady Bate 373A**

- RED GEIS HI HO 180'04
- RED SVR GANGSTER 145 AMF OSF MAF
- RED DWAOJO DUCHESS 75M
- **S:** RED WHEEL GANGSTER 31Y
  - RED WHEEL JACK DANIELS 18M MAF
  - BLACK WHEEL COUNTESS 69S
  - BLACK WHEEL COUNTESS 7N
- SITZ TRAVELER 8180 AMF CAF NHF DDF
- SITZ ALLIANCE 6595 DMF AMF CAF NHF DDF
- SITZ BARBARAMERE JET 2698
- **D:** REMINGTON LADY BATE 167U
  - MINBURN ROGUE 37H
  - DRYLAND LADY BATE 275
  - CRESCENT CREEK LADY BATE 44E

**Blair's Ruby 387A**

- RED UBAR SEQUOIA 202 OSF
- RED BRYLOR SDL REDWOOD 217S OSF MAF
- RED BROX CRESTA 21H
- **S:** RED JORD REDWOOD 72X
  - RED BFCK CHEROKEE CNYN 4912 OSF MAF
  - RED TG LASSIE 55R
  - RED TG LASSIE 55M
- B C MARATHON 7022 AMF CAF NHF DDF
- BC 7022 RAVEN 7965 DMF DWF AMF CAF NHF DDF
- O C C BLACKBIRD 796F
- **D:** EXAR RUBY 0067
  - EXAR 263C AMF CAF NHF DDF
  - BASIN RUBY 3T51 AMF NHF
  - BASIN RUBY 8454 AMF NHC

**RED CARRIER**
HUGE RIBBED describes this Ruby 387A female. She is a red carrier off a powerful Raven female from Express Ranch. You’re going to walk this around the pen more than once so come early.

Exposed to Red WCAT Powercat 506Y May 30 to Aug 20 ECD Late March.
**Soo Line Miss Birdie 197P**

**VERMILION DATELINE 7078 AMF CAF NHF DDF**
**VERMILION YELLOWSTONE AMF CAF NHF DDF**
**VERMILION B JESTRESS 3912**

**S: CUDLOBE YELLOWSTONE 80M**
**CONNEALYS DIVIDEND 730**
**STEVenson ENCHANTRESS 425F**
**J R S ENCHANTRESS 235Z**

**RED BECKTON JULIAN BA13 G**
**RED MESSMER JULIAN 9486**
**RED MESSMER NATALIE 9141**

**D: RED LPC BIRDIE JULIA 11H**
**RED MAC LEADER 41R**
**RED LPC BIRDIE 3Y**
**RED LPC BIRDIE 16U**

**Soo Line Miss Birdie 197P** is super clean made black red carrier off Cudlobe Yellowstone 80M that has proved it over and over. Offspring have sold to Breault Ranching, Wildcat Creek Ranch, Byron Toth and Ken Demyen. Her excellent heifer calf is going to the replacement pen.

Exposed to Red Haycow Cutting Edge 055 June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Early April.

---

**Blair’s Black Velvet 120U**

**BBC 120U 1462931 March 3, 2008 - BW: 84 lbs - EPD’s**
**BW +1.2 WW +43 YW +72 Milk +21 TM +42**

**RED CARRIER**

Black Velvet is a red carrier from the very proven SSS Bomber 907G sire that worked so well for Jackson Cattle Company. Bomber is known for making perfect Angus cows with perfect front ends.

Exposed to Red Ringstead Kargo 215U June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late March.
We purchased the 713T dam at the Remington dispersal and immediately sent her to flush after we realized she was the longest spined black cow in our program with incredible muscle shape. I think this mating could be a slam dunk.

Exposed to OSU Final Exam 3193 May 29 to Aug 1 ECD Late April to Final Exam.

The dam Lady 71L was a special purchase from the MVF dispersal and we couldn't wait to flush her to HF Prowler. The fertility in the 71L cow is high and this combination will flat out work.

Exposed to OSU Final Exam 3193 May 29 to Aug 15 ECD Late March.
**Blair’s Bonny 207A**

- **SANDY BAR ADVANTAGE 43M DDF**
- **HF KODIAK 5R AMF CAF NHF MAF DDF**
- **WILBAR RUBY 955N**
- **S: HF PROWLER 43U AMF CAF NHF DDF**
- **RIVERBEND POWERLINE 0050**
- **HF ROSEBUD 98P**
- **HF ROSEBUD 138J**
- **C H QUANTUM 3330**
- **DOUBLE D QUANTUM 4R**
- **G H Y SANTELLA 9M9 264**
- **D: DWAJO BONNY 51T**
  - **CAR ICEBERG 056**
  - **DRYLAND BONNY 470**
  - **LLB BONNIE 354H**

The Prowlers just keep coming and you will love them all. Bonny 207A is off the powerful 51T cow that also sells today as Lot 71.

AI May 20 to Final Exam Exposed to OSU Final Exam 3193 May 29 to Aug 15 ECD Late March.

**Blair’s Elba 208A**

- **SANDY BAR ADVANTAGE 43M DDF**
- **HF KODIAK 5R AMF CAF NHF MAF DDF**
- **WILBAR RUBY 955N**
- **S: HF PROWLER 43U AMF CAF NHF DDF**
  - **RIVERBEND POWERLINE 0050**
- **HF ROSEBUD 98P**
- **HF ROSEBUD 138J**
- **CUDLOBE YELLOWSTONE 80M**
- **SOO LINE YELLOWSTONE 6344**
- **ANGUS GLEN FAVORITE 9N MAF**
- **D: SOO LINE ELBA 0375**
  - **BAR DOUBLE M TRAVELER 5N**
  - **BAR MM ELBA 79R**
  - **BAR DOUBLE M ELBA 10N**

I love this heifer and more importantly I love her pedigree. Look and you will see both the infamous Angus Glen Favorite 9N and the great HF Prowler 43U. Make a difference in your program and get her bought.

MVF Pioneer 39A May 21 Aug 15. ECD Late February.

**Blair’s Dana 305A**

- **SANDY BAR ADVANTAGE 43M DDF**
- **HF KODIAK 5R AMF CAF NHF MAF DDF**
- **WILBAR RUBY 955N**
- **S: HF PROWLER 43U AMF CAF NHF DDF**
  - **RIVERBEND POWERLINE 0050**
- **HF ROSEBUD 98P**
- **HF ROSEBUD 138J**
- **SITZ TRAVELER 043**
- **WHITNEY CREEK TRAIN 912**
- **RYGS PAIGES QUEEN 423**
- **D: TLA DANA 35L**
  - **RITO 8094 PRAIRIELANE 2060 AMF**
  - **CRESCENT CREEK QUEENMOTHER 62E**
  - **TERRLENE DANA 32A**

HF Prowler and TLA Dana 35L will peak your interest. We were fortunate to secure the 35L donor from the Soo Line dispersal and have flushed her numerous times. This one will be cool.

AI May 19 to OSU Final Exam 3193 Exposed to OSU Final Exam 3193 May 29 to Aug 15 ECD Late February Favorable to the AI.
If you continually look for females to add to your program that are truly different then Oakleaf 311A is for you. Lees Latest Version was super cool with a freaky front end but is no longer with us and the 5W dam is a complete outcross female.

AI May 3 to BNC Game Changer 1Y Exposed to MVF Pioneer 39A May 21 Aug 15 ECD Early February Favorable to the AI.

Christina is a rarely offered Lees Latest Version daughter. She is a little short on ears but she is cool fronted just like her sire.

AI May 18 to OSU Final Exam 3139 Exposed to MVF Pioneer 39A May 21 to Aug 15 ECD Mid February Favorable to the AI.
Daisy 321A comes off a super sound female we purchased from Diamond T. This Latest Version daughter is my personal favorite black bred heifer on offer today if you like them deep sided and ultra moderate.

AI May 16 to OSU Final Exam 3139 Exposed to MVF Pioneer 39A May 21 Aug 15 ECD Early March.
We were fortunate to buy some top donors from the MVF dispersal and the 71L dam to 338A was one of those picks. As soon as possible we put her into our ET program. This was the result of one of our first flushes and we couldn’t be happier. We lost 71L this past year so this mating is even more special. Lady 338A will be a top female in your program.... that I promise.

Exposed to OSU Final Exam 3193 May 29 to Aug 15 ECD Early March.

Belle 348A has fantastic lineage with the great Bella cow in her pedigree. Bella is my favorite Angus cow in the entire nation. The OK 69X dam is super soggy and big ribbed.

Exposed to OSU Final Exam 3193 May 29 to Aug 15 ECD Late April.
One of the most successful matings we have done with Duff New Generation 6107 has been with 43N. We have multiple full sibs in our herd and we are glad to be able to share one in the Genetics in Motion 14.

AI May 20 to Final Exam Exposed to OSU Final Exam 3193 May 29 to Aug 15 ECD Early March.

Power and predictability is what you get in May 385A. She had 8 full sib two year old brothers sell in our Pursuit of Excellence 12 bull sale.

Exposed to OSU Final Exam 3193 May 29 to Aug 15 ECD Early March.
A great pedigree should be lined with great cows so this one is perfect then because Wilbar Ruby 955N shows up twice. Double your pleasure and take home both the HF Exclusive bred heifers.
Exposed to OSU Final Exam 3193 May 29 to Aug 15 ECD Early March.

Big time EPDs and a Big Time pedigree is what we have here. Motive’s are rare and always in demand. I can tell you from personal experience that Motive x Final Answer is super cool.
AI May 21 to OSU Final Exam 3139 Exposed May 29 to Aug 15 ECD Early March.
Lucy 520A is a granddaughter of the highly proven SAV Pioneer. This heifer is a little short on ears but is super sweet made with extreme extension in her front end.
Exposed to OSU Final Exam 3193 May 29 to Aug 15 ECD Early March.

Check out the data set on this heifer and then look at both the uniqueness and the predictability in the pedigree.
Exposed to OSU Final Exam 3193 May 29 to Aug 15 ECD Mid April.

A very unique one here. Very seldom will you find Scotchcap 9440 and SAV Density in the same pedigree. We have very few Pit Boss daughters but the ones we have are powerful.
I am seriously having second thoughts here. Lady Anne 935S is the kind of power donor that doesn’t come for sale except in a dispersal. Roblin Farm Services, Larry Neilson and Semex all own special Lady Anne offspring. If you want Angus cattle that will produce lbs of beef through depth of rib and length of spine then check out 935S.

AI May 4 to BNC Game Changer 1Y  Exposed May 26-June 25 to Ring Creek Big Payout 41Z
ECD Early February Favorable to the AI.
Minburn Blackcap 209R

RITO 9M9 OF 2036 SCOTCH CAP AMF NHF
HYLINE SV F RITO 1116 AMF CAF NHF DDF
HYLINE PRIDE 729

S: NORTH FORK 1116 RITO 9011
RITO 8EB OF 5H11 TRAVELER AMC CAF NHF DDF
FINKS FORMERA 289 614 8EB
FINKS PROUD FORMERA 614

JAY EN DEE MASTERPLAN 3
EVERBLACK MASTERPLAN 007
WHISKYJACK TRAVELING LUCY 2Z

D: MINBURN BLACKCAP 132L
MINBURN LANCER 73B
MINBURN BLACKCAP 67F
DWW MINBURN BLACKCAP 94A

Minburn Blackcap 209R

DWW 209R 1353810 March 10, 2005 - BW: 82 lbs - EPD’s BW +2.8 WW +32 YW +57 Milk +19 TM +35

This Rito 9011 daughter will have a big star in your catalog on sale day. The Minburn genetics have been popular across the nation. AI to HF Kodiak 5R May 4 Exposed May 26-June 25 to Ring Creek Big Payout 41Z ECD Mid February Favorable to the AI.

Remington Errolline 176S

G D A R TRAVELER 71 AMF CAF NHF DDF
SITZ TRAVELER 8180 AMF CAF NHF DDF
SITZ EVERELDA ENTENSE 1137

S: SITZ ALLIANCE 6595 DMF AMF CAF NHF DDF
3 BAR SPIKE 1766
SITZ BARBARAMERE JET 2698
SITZ BARAMERE JET 155

CAVALIER OF DONAMERE 978
KRUGERRAND OF DONAMERE 490 AMF NHF
DONAMERE BACHEL BEAUTY 288

D: SCA ERROLLINE 39G
SOUTHOLM ELEVATION 48P
STRETTON CREEK ERROLLINE 133A
SOUTHOLM ERROLLINE 133S

Remington Errolline 176S

RCC 176S 1359687 May 25, 2006 - BW: 81 lbs - EPD’s BW +3.0 WW +42 YW +83 Milk +23 TM +44

Sitz Alliance 6595 daughters have lots of friends around the country and Errolline 176S is a perfect example of why that is. A daughter has sold to Fairview Land & Cattle and a son has sold to Jenkins Lazy U Ranch. You will love this female. Bring your trailer. Exposed to Remitall F Odyssey 67X June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late April.
Blackbird 306U has produced 7 bull calves. If you are in the business of raising bulls then give Blackbird a look.
AI May 1 to HF Kodiak 5R Exposed May 26-June 25 to Ring Creek Big Payout 41Z ECD Early February Favorable to the AI.

I am sad to see this female go as she has proven herself over and over again. Much like her dam that produced 14 marketable natural calves in a row and was shipped at 16 yrs. old. Now that’s productivity. A maternal sister sells as Lot 77. Offspring have sold to Brett Gaube, Brooking Angus Ranch, Jack Traynor and Jesse Emery.
AI May 8 to HF Kodiak 5R Exposed May 26-June 25 to Ring Creek Big Payout 41Z ECD Early February Favorable to the AI.
Lady Bate is the second Sitz Alliance 6595 female to sell today and you will want to mark her high on your list. She is worth a second look. AI May 8 to HF Kodiak 5R Exposed May 26-June 25 to Ring Creek Big Payout 41Z ECD Early February Favorable to the AI.

Tip Top 125U comes off 18J who is one of the most productive females ever raised at Neil & Gail Carruthers. This young female has the luxury of having VRD and Scotchcap 9440 in her pedigree and is ready to make a difference in your program. The Erica family is famous and 125U has a lot to offer her new owner. Offspring have sold to Brett Gaube, Seeson Ranch, Brooking Angus, Jack Traynor and Jesse Emery. Exposed to BNC Game Changer 1Y June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late March.

Net Worth females are some of the most productive in the entire industry. 517U is the dam to the BBC 110X female that sells as Lot 80. Exposed to Remitall F Odyssey 67X June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late April.
Bonny 51T will be one of the most sought after Black females on sale day after people analyze her and then get a look at her bred heifer on offer as Lot 48. If you came to buy just two head today then do yourself a favor and buy the mother daughter combo.

AI May 4 to HF Kodiak 5R Exposed to Boss Bossman 139 May 21-June 25 ECD Early February Favorable to the AI.

Geis Star Maiden 141'07

Jay En Dee Masterplan 3
Everblack Masterplan 007
Whiskyjack Traveling Lucy 2Z

S: Minburn Masterplan 26P
Loma LANes Stockman 162K
Minburn Missie 136M
Loma LANes Missie 123K
Double AA Blackman 252'96
Geis Blackman 186'00
Crescent Creek Queen Ruth 27F

D: Geis Star Maiden 12'05
Kilmaurs Daquantae 1H
Geis Star Maiden 24'03
Nugget Star Maiden

Geis Star Maiden 141T is a female that just plain works. Jeff Schwann, D&R Livestock and Jace Schnuelle can all attest to that as they all own sons or daughters. Maiden is balanced in both genotype and phenotype.

AI May 8 to BNC Game Changer 1Y Exposed to Boss Bossman 139 May 21-June 25 ECD Mid February Favorable to the AI.

Soo Line Tiptop 7114

Finks 5522-6148 DDF
Summitcrest Prime Cut 1G42 AMF CAF NHF DDF
Summitcrest Barbara 0874

S: Three Trees Prime Cut 0145 AMF CAF NHF DDF
Basin Rainmaker 654x
Black Tooth Lady B 380
Bear Claw P P Lady 351
A A R Rainmaker 7407
RR 7407 Rainmaker 2154
H A Concepciona 0224

D: Tla Tiptop 26R
Tla Eston Pride 38J
Tla Tiptop 13M
Terrlene Tiptop 6F

Tip Top 114T was purchased as a heifer calf at Edmonton Farm Fair and has been a great producer of outcross genetics for us. Offspring have sold to Evergreen Cattle Co and Lazy T Ranch. Exposed to BNC Game Changer 1Y June 18 to Aug 20 ECD Late April.
Here comes another of the highly sought after GDAR Dutch daughters. Pride 43S has a perfect phenotype and will be highly sought after on Oct 10th. Daughters have been sold to Matt Bushbeck and Buck Lake Ranch. Exposed to Remitall F Odyssey 67X June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late April.

GDAR Dutch females have been popular in many programs. Chuck Beaman and Ja-Lyn Farms can attest to the offspring from Heroine 105R. Proven Dutch females are ones to own. You will love the length of spine and power in this moderate package. AI to HF Kodiak 5R May 10 Exposed to Boss Bossman 139 May 21 to June 25 ECD Mid February Favorable to the AI.
Soo Line Erica 86P

Erica 86P is that kind of female that does nothing but prove her value year after year. This might be one of the only females in North America bred to our New Zealand bull, Quantum. AI to Te Mania Quantum 09 490 May 13 Exposed to Boss Bossman 139 May 21 to June 2 ECD Mid February Favorable to the AI.

EPD’s
- BW +2.1
- WW +34
- YW +58
- Milk +20
- TM +37

Triple L Lady Midland 18P

Lady Midland 18P is a fancy Midland daughter that has produced progeny that have sold to George McQueen, Mark Erb and Ernest Gibson. Check out the Maternal calving ease and Marbling on this female. AI to BNC Game Changer 1Y April 27 Exposed to Boss Bossman 139 May 21-June 25 ECD Late February.

EPD’s
- BW +1.8
- WW +44
- YW +72
- Milk +14
- TM +36

PR 527S Freeflow 108X

MIKE 108X 1578817 April 8, 2010 - BW: 82 lbs - EPD’s BW +3.9 WW +38 YW +66 Milk +14 TM +33

I love this female. Her first bull sold in our bull sale to Lazy KC Farm. She is great hipped, big ribbed and has a fantastic udder. Exposed to Remitall F Odyssey 67X June 20 to Aug 20 ECD Late April.
When you find a Duff New Generation 6107 female for sale you need to buy her. Brienna 110X is owned by Jessica Andrews and came out of our very first “Class” sale at Canadian Western Agribition. Her dam sells as Lot 70 Exposed to SooLine Locomotive 1403 June 15 to Aug 20 ECD Early April.

This mating only happened once and wow did it work. A full sister is owned by Rob Saik and Black Sands Land & Cattle. This is a combination of a frame 7 power Scotchcap 9440 donor and the frame 5.6 Duff New Generation 6107. Owned by Jessica Andrews. Exposed to SooLine Locomotive 1403 June 15 to Aug 20 ECD Early April.
You be judge on sale day on which one’s the best. We challenge you that if you can’t see their tag, you can’t tell them apart. Both are very quiet and would make nice junior projects. They are also eligible for our Jr. Scholarship program.

OPEN.

These SAV Pioneer full sisters are very cool and are off the highly proven Tibbie 60M donor we purchased at the MVF dispersal. They are the only heifer calves to sell in this year’s Genetics in Motion sale. They are powerful heifers that should stay together if possible. You will admire the strength of top in these heifers and how much dimension is in their pins.

OPEN.
On offer 14 elite
BLACK AND RED ANGUS HEIFER CALVES

Class of 14
Online Heifer Sale

Blairs Ag
Cattle company

Friday, November 28

At the Blair’s Stall at
Canadian Western Agribition.
Login at
WWW.CATTLEINMOTION.COM

ALL HEIFERS WILL ON DISPLAY AT AGRIBITION AND WILL BE ELIGIBLE FOR OUR JUNIOR SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM.
Black Angus Service Sires...

A. OSU FINAL EXAM 3139
   CAA#: 1778650   EPDS: .1 / 56 / 97 / 23
   SIRE: SAV FINAL ANSWER 0035
   DAM: OSU EMPRESS 1105

B. BNC GAME CHANGER 1Y
   CAA#: 1630564   EPDS: 1.5 / 54 / 92 / 25
   SIRE: VIN MAR FOCUS IN 8847
   DAM: NLC FATAL ATTRACTION 1W

C. REMITALL F ODYSSEY 67X
   CAA#: 1557522   EPDS: 3.9 / 50 / 93 / 18
   SIRE: LLB FREE WHEELER 268S
   DAM: BROOKMORE KARAMA 100T

D. MVF PIONEER 39A
   CAA#: 1723753   EPDS: 1.5 / 57 / 94 / 29
   SIRE: MVF PIONEER 95X
   DAM: MVF ELLEN 6Y

E. RING CREEK BIG PAYOUT 41Z
   CAA#: 1701774   EPDS: .7 / 66 / 114 / 31
   SIRE: CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229
   DAM: LADY OF RING CREEK 10W
F... SOO LINE LOCOMOTIVE 1403
CAA#: 1695524  EPDS: .5 / 53 / 90 / 28
SIRE: SOO LINE MOTIVE 9016
DAM: SHADY BROOK EVER ENTENSE 2039

G... TE MANIA QUANTUM 09 490
CAA#: 1778663  EPDS: - / - / - / -
SIRE: TE MANIA INFINITY 043 79
DAM: TE MANIA 03 158

H... BOSS BOSSMAN 139
CAA#: 1778659  EPDS: .9 / 50 / 73 / 21
SIRE: BOSS HOSS 8132
DAM: CFC ELNORA 741

I... HF KODIAK 5R
CAA#: 1274305  EPDS: -.2 / 52 / 87 / 18
SIRE: SANDY BAR ADVANTAGE 43M
DAM: WILBAR RUBY 955N
Pursuit of Excellence Bull Sale

JACKSON CATTLE CO. SALE FACILITY
SEDLEY, SK
2PM . TUESDAY . APRIL.07.15
Mulberry Mayhem... October 4th... Emporia, SK

Embryo Package of Bonita 205T and PIE One of a Kind
A fall yearling Arson Heifer out of an outstanding Mulberry daughter that topped the '13 Mulberry Mayhem.

Red Roundup... October 17th... Red Deer, AB

Offering Choice of a Flush from these elite Blairs.Ag Donors

Blairs.Ag Class of '14 Online Prospect Heifer Sale

Canadian Western Agribition... November 28th... Regina, SK

Offering 14 Black & Red Angus heifer calves from the top of the Blairs.Ag calf crop. All heifers will be eligible for our Junior Exhibitor Scholarship Program.
Sr. Calf Champion at the '13 CWA and Top Seller sold to the Rust Family.

Power and Perfection Angus Sale

Canadian Western Agribition... November 28th... Regina, SK

< Offering a Connealy Complete heifer calf out of the National Junior Show Champion. Consigned with Six Mile Ranch.

Offering full sib embryos to Red Blairs Priscilla, a popular Kargo daughter that won the Jr. Beef Extreme show in '13.